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The Relational Model  
 
The relational model was developed by E F Codd at the IBM San Jose Research Laboratory in the late 
1960s. This work being published in 1970 under the title:  
 
"A Relational Model of Data For Large Shared Data Banks".  
 
In this paper Codd defines the relational model and its capabilities mathematically.  
 
Following this publication, a number of research projects were undertaken in the early 1970s with the aim 
of implementing a relational database management system. The earliest of these projects included, System 
R at IBM, San Jose and Ingres at the University of California, Berkeley.  
 
Relational Query Languages  
 
The relational database model as defined by Codd included a number of alternative relational query 
languages.  
 
The Ingres project developed a query language called Quel which broadly complies with Codd's definition 
of a tuple relational calculus query language. Quel is still a part of the Ingres DBMS available today; 
although in view of current trends SQL is generally chosen.  
 
The System R project developed a series of query languages; the first of these called SQUARE, was later 
developed into a more convenient form called SEQUEL. SEQUEL was itself further developed into the 
form of today's SQL. SQL is pronounced as "ess-que-el". 
 
In 1986 the American National Standards Institute ANSI published an SQL standard the:  
 
"Systems Application Architecture Database Interface (SAA SQL)".  
SQL is a non-procedural language that is, it allows the user to concentrate on specifying what data is 
required rather than concentrating on the how to get it.  
 
The non-procedural nature of SQL is one of the principle characteristics of all 4GLs - Fourth Generation 
Languages - and contrasts with 3GLs (eg, C, Pascal, Modula-2, COBOL, etc) in which the user has to give 
particular attention to how data is to be accessed in terms of storage method, primary/secondary indices, 
end-of-file conditions, error conditions (eg ,Record NOT Found), and so on.  
Structured Query languages have two main components:  
 
 Data Manipulation Language (DML) 
 Data Definition Language (DDL) 
 
where the DML part of the language is used to retrieve, delete and amend instances of data in the database 
and where the DDL part of the language is used to describe the type of data to be held by the database. 
 
SQL works with database programs like MS Access, DB2, Informix, MS SQL Server, Oracle, Sybase, etc. 
Unfortunately, there are many different versions of the SQL language, but to be in compliance with the 
ANSI standard, they must support the same major keywords in a similar manner (such as SELECT, 
UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT, WHERE, and others). 
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Relational Database Terminology  
 
In a Relational Database all data may be viewed in the form of simple two-dimensional tables and to 
distinguish this representation of data from that of other representations we use a separate terminology to 
describe the data held in a Relational Database.  
 
There are in fact alternative terms used to describe the data in a relational database.  
 
     Equivalent Terms   Relational Databases     Non Database         
  Relation              Table                    File             
  Tuple                  Row                       Record            
  Attribute              Column                 Field            
 
SQL Data Manipulation Language 
 
The DML component of SQL comprises four basic statements:  
 
SELECT to retrieve rows from tables  
UPDATE to modify the rows of tables  
DELETE to remove rows from tables  
INSERT to add new rows to tables. 
 
A database most often contains one or more tables. Each table is identified by a name (i.e. "Customers" or 
"Orders"). The table will be populated with data. One rwo of a table is known as records. Below is an 
example of a table called "Persons": 
 

LastName FirstName Address City DateofBirth Salary 

Dubey Vipin Krishi Niketan106 Kushinagar 24/07/1977 9000.00 

Lal Shashi Malviya Nagar 23 Delhi 20/04/1973 9000.00 

Farooqi Samir Karim Nagar 20 Allahabad 11/05/1969 10000.00 

Sivaramane Nilkanta Paschim Vihar 16 Delhi 10/11/1970 8000.00 
 
The table above contains four records (one for each person) and six columns (LastName, FirstName, 
Address, City, DateofBirth and Salary). 
 
Note: Some SQL statements ends with a semicolon. Is this necessary? We are using MS Access and SQL 
Server 2000 and we do not have to put a semicolon after each SQL statement, but some database programs 
force you to use it. 
 
General Syntax of the SQL statements is  
 
SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] column1[,column2] 
FROM table1[,table2] 
[WHERE "conditions"] 
[GROUP BY "column-list"] 
[HAVING "conditions] 
[ORDER BY "column-list" [ASC | DESC] ] 
      [] = optional 
The column names that follow the select keyword determine which columns will be returned in the results. 
You can select as many column names that you'd like, or you can use a "*" to select all columns.  
The table name that follows the keyword from specifies the table that will be queried to retrieve the desired 
results. 
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The where clause (optional) specifies which data values or rows will be returned or displayed, based on the 
criteria described after the keyword where. 
The group by clause (optional) specifies which data values or rows will be grouped, based on the criteria 
described after the keyword group by. 
The Having clause (optional), based on the criteria described after the keyword having. 
The order by clause (optional) specifies rows in a specified order will be returned or displayed, based on 
the criteria described after the keyword order by. 
 
The SELECT Statement 
 
The SELECT statement is used to select data from a table. The tabular result is stored in a result table 
 SELECT column_name(s) FROM table_name 
 
Select All Columns 
 
 SELECT  * From Table_name 
 
 Select Some Columns 
 
 SELECT LastName,FirstName FROM Persons 
 
The SELECT DISTINCT Statement 
 
 SELECT DISTINCT column_name(s) FROM table_name  
 
The DISTINCT keyword is used to return only distinct (different) values. 
 
The WHERE Clause  
 
To conditionally select data from a table, a WHERE clause can be added to the SELECT statement.  
 SELECT column FROM table WHERE column operator value  
 
Some of the measure syntax 
 
To select only the persons living in the city "Delhi", we add a WHERE clause to the SELECT statement:  
 
SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE City='Delhi' 
 
Using Quotes 
 
Note that we have used single quotes around the conditional values in the examples. 
This is correct for numerical data: 
 SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE Year>1965 
This is wrong for numerical data: 
 SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE Year>'1965' 
This is wrong for string data: 
 SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE city=Delhi 
This is correct for string data: 
 SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE city=’Delhi’ 
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Arithmetic Expressions.  
 
SQL allows arithmetic expressions to be included in the SELECT clause. An arithmetic expression consists 
of a number of column names and values connected by any of the following operators:  
+ Add  
- Subtract  
* Multiply  
/  Divide  
When included in the SELECT clause the results of an expression are displayed as a calculated table 
column.  
SELECT LastName, FirstName, Salary, Salary*0.3 from persons WHERE city=’Delhi’ 
 
Comparison Operators: 
 
Operator Purpose Example 

= Equality test select * from persons where 
   City = 'Delhi' 

!=, ^=, <> Inequality test.  select * from persons where 
   City != 'Delhi' 

> 
 
< 

"Greater than" 
and 
"less than" tests 

select FisrtName, LastName  
   from persons where  
   City > ‘Delhi’  

>= 
 
<= 

"Greater than or equal to" 
and 
"less than or equal to" tests 

select FisrtName, LastName  
   from persons where  
   City > ‘Delhi’ 

IN "Equal to any member of" test. 
Equivalent to "=ANY" 

select * from persons where 
  City IN    ('Delhi','Allahabad') 

NOT IN Equivalent to "!=ALL". 
Evaluates to FALSE if any member 
of the set is NULL 

select * from persons where 
  City NOT IN    ('Delhi','Allahabad') 

BETWEEN Greater than or equal to x  
and less than or equal to y 

See Below 

x [NOT] LIKE y TRUE if x does [not] match the 
pattern y. Within y, the character '%' 
matches any string of zero or more 
characters except null. The character 
'_' matches any single character. 

select * from persons where 
   FirstName like 'V%' 
 
See other examples below 

AND, OR, NOT Combining two or more than two 
conditions 

Select * from persons where 
FirstName=’Samir’ and city=’Delhi’ 
 
SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE 
 FirstName='Samir' OR        
FirstName='Vipin') 
AND LastName='Farooqi' 

 
The LIKE Condition  
 
The LIKE condition is used to specify a search for a pattern in a column. Like is a very powerful operator 
that allows you to select only rows that are "like" what you specify. The percent sign "%" can be used as a 
wild card to match any possible character that might appear before or after the characters specified.  
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 SELECT column FROM table WHERE column LIKE pattern 
 

Operator Purpose Example 

* Returns ALL data for ALL 
fieldnames. ONLY used after 
select [distinct]. 

SELECT * FROM persons 

% 
 

Can match zero of more 
characters in value. Cannot match 
a null. 

SELECT * FROM persons
  WHERE FirstName
   like '%r%' 

_ 
 

Can match exactly one character 
in the value. 

SELECT * FROM persons
  WHERE FisrtName
   like 'Vip_n' 

 
The following SQL statement will return persons with first names that start with an 'O': 
  SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE FirstName LIKE 'S%' 
The following SQL statement will return persons with first names that end with an 'a': 
  SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE FirstName LIKE '%n' 
The following SQL statement will return persons with first names that contain the pattern 'la': 
  SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE FirstName LIKE '%de%' 
 
BETWEEN ... AND 
 
The BETWEEN ... AND operator selects a range of data between two values. These values can be 
numbers, text, or dates.  
 
 SELECT column_name FROM table_name 
 WHERE column_name 
 BETWEEN value1 AND value2 
 
To display the persons alphabetically between (and including) "Vipin" and exclusive "Samir", use the 
following SQL  
 
 SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE FirstName BETWEEN 'Vipin’ AND 'samir' 
 
IMPORTANT The BETWEEN...AND operator is treated differently in different databases. With some 
databases a person with the LastName of "Vipin" or "Samir" will not be listed (BETWEEN..AND only 
selects fields that are between and excluding the test values). With some databases a person with the last 
name of "Vipin" or "Samir" will be listed (BETWEEN..AND selects fields that are between and including 
the test values). With other databases a person with the last name of "Vipin" will be listed, but "Samir" will 
not be listed (BETWEEN..AND selects fields between the test values, including the first test value and 
excluding the last test value). Therefore, Check how your database treats the BETWEEN....AND operator. 
 
Example  
To display the persons outside the range used in the previous example, the NOT operator can be useful. To 
display the persons alphabetically not in between (and excluding) "Vipin" and inclusive "Samir", use the 
following SQL 
 
SELECT * FROM Persons WHERE LastName NOT BETWEEN 'Samir' AND 'Vipin' 
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Column Name Alias 
 
The syntax is: SELECT column AS column_alias FROM table 
 
 SELECT LastName AS Family, FirstName AS Name FROM Persons 
 
It will be changed the caption of the corresponding fields in displaying the result. 
 
Table Name Alias 
 
The syntax is: SELECT column FROM table AS table_alias 
 
 SELECT LastName, FirstName FROM Persons AS Employees 
 
ORDER BY Clause 
 
The ORDER BY clause is optional. If used, it must be the last clause in the SELECT statement. The 
ORDER BY clause requests sorting for the results of a query.  
 
When the ORDER BY clause is missing, the result rows from a query have no defined order (they are 
unordered). The ORDER BY clause defines the ordering of rows based on columns from the SELECT 
clause. The ORDER BY clause has the following general format:  
 
ORDER BY column-1 [ASC|DESC] [ column-2 [ASC|DESC] ] ... 
 
column-1, column-2, ... are column names specified (or implied) in the select list. If a select column is 
renamed (given a new name in the select entry), the new name is used in the ORDER BY list. ASC and 
DESC request ascending or descending sort for a column. ASC is the default.  
 
ORDER BY sorts rows using the ordering columns in left-to-right, major-to-minor order. The rows are 
sorted first on the first column name in the list. If there are any duplicate values for the first column, the 
duplicates are sorted on the second column (within the first column sort) in the Order By list, and so on. 
There is no defined inner ordering for rows that have duplicate values for all Order By columns.  
 
Database nulls require special processing in ORDER BY. A null column sorts higher than all regular 
values; this is reversed for DESC.  
 
In sorting, nulls are considered duplicates of each other for ORDER BY. Sorting on hidden information 
makes no sense in utilizing the results of a query. This is also why SQL only allows select list columns in 
ORDER BY.  
 
For convenience when using expressions in the select list, select items can be specified by number (starting 
with 1). Names and numbers can be intermixed. 
 
 SELECT * FROM sp ORDER BY 3 DESC 
 
The number 3 means the third field of the table or in the select list. 
 
Aggregate Functions 
 
AVG(column)  Returns the average value of a column 
COUNT(*)  Returns the number of selected rows 
COUNT(column) Returns the number of selected rows 
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SUM(column)  Returns the total sum of a column 
MIN(column)  Returns the lowest value of a column 
MAX(column)  Returns the highest value of a column 
 
 SELECT LastName, SUM(Salary) FROM Persons 
 SELECT FirstName, MAX(Salary) FROM Persons 
 SELECT COUNT (*) FROM Persons 
 
GROUP BY Clause 
 
GROUP BY is an optional clause in a query. It follows the WHERE clause or the FROM clause if the 
WHERE clause is missing. A query containing a GROUP BY clause is a Grouping Query. The GROUP 
BY clause has the following general format:  
 
 GROUP BY column-1 [, column-2] ... 
 
column-1 and column-2 are the grouping columns. They must be names of columns from tables in the 
FROM clause; they can't be expressions.  
 
 SELECT "column_name1", SUM("column_name2")  
 FROM "table_name"  
 GROUP BY "column_name1"  
 
GROUP BY operates on the rows from the FROM clause as filtered by the WHERE clause. It collects the 
rows into groups based on common values in the grouping columns. Except nulls, rows with the same set 
of values for the grouping columns are placed in the same group. If any grouping column for a row 
contains a null, the row is given its own group.  
 
In Grouping Queries, the select list can only contain grouping columns, plus literals, outer references and 
expression involving these elements. Non-grouping columns from the underlying FROM tables cannot be 
referenced directly. However, non-grouping columns can be used in the select list as arguments to Set 
Functions. Set Functions summarize columns from the underlying rows of a group.  
Set (or Aggregate) Functions 
Set Functions are special summarizing functions used with Grouping Queries and Aggregate Queries. They 
summarize columns from the underlying rows of a group or aggregate.  
 
Null columns are ignored in computing the summary. The Set Function -- SUM, computes the arithmetic 
sum of a numeric column in a set of grouped/aggregate rows. For example,  
 
 SELECT pno, SUM(qty) FROM sp GROUP BY pno 
 

pno   sum(qty) 

P1  1200  

P2  200  

 
The result of the COUNT function is always integer. The result of all other Set Functions is the same data 
type as the argument.  
 
The Set Functions skip columns with nulls, summarizing non-null values. COUNT counts rows with non-
null values, AVG averages non-null values, and so on. COUNT returns 0 when no non-null column values 
are found; the other functions return null when there are no values to summarize.  
 
A Set Function argument can be a column or a scalar expression.  
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The DISTINCT and ALL specifiers are optional. ALL specifies that all non-null values are summarized; it 
is the default. DISTINCT specifies that distinct column values are summarized; duplicate values are 
skipped. Note: DISTINCT has no effect on MIN and MAX results. COUNT also has an alternate format:  
 
COUNT(*) 
 
counts the underlying rows regardless of column contents.  
 
Example:  
 SELECT pno, MIN(sno), MAX(qty), AVG(qty), COUNT(DISTINCT sno) FROM sp GROUP 
BY pno 
 

pno             

P1  S1 1000 600 3  

P2  S3 200  200 1  

 
 
 SELECT sno, COUNT(*) parts FROM sp GROUP BY sno 
 

sno parts  

S1  1  

S2  1  

S3  2  

 
SQL HAVING Clause 
 
Another thing people may want to do is to limit the output based on the corresponding sum (or any other 
aggregate functions). For example, we might want to see only the stores with sales over $1,500. Instead of 
using the WHERE clause, though, we need to use the HAVING clause, which is reserved for aggregate 
functions. The HAVING clause is typically placed near the end of SQL, and SQL statements with the 
HAVING clause may or may not include the GROUP BY clause. The syntax is,  
 
 SELECT "column_name1", SUM("column_name2")  
 FROM "table_name"  
 GROUP BY "column_name1"  
 HAVING (arithematic function condition)  
 
Note: the GROUP BY clause is optional.  
 
In our example, table Store_Information,  
 

store_name  Sales  Date  

Los Angeles $1500 Jan-05-1999  

San Diego  $250  Jan-07-1999  

Los Angeles $300  Jan-08-1999  

Boston  $700  Jan-08-1999  

 
we would type,  
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 SELECT store_name, SUM(sales)  
 FROM Store_Information  
 GROUP BY store_name 
 HAVING SUM(sales) > 1500  
Result:  

store_name SUM(Sales) 

Los Angeles $1800 

 
Joins and Keys 
  
Sometimes we have to select data from two tables to make our result complete. We have to perform a join.  
 
Tables in a database can be related to each other with keys. A primary key is a column with a unique value 
for each row. The purpose is to bind data together, across tables, without repeating all of the data in every 
table.  
 
Referring to Two Tables 
 
We can select data from two tables by referring to two tables, like this: 
Employees: 
Employee_ID Name 

01 Hansen, Ola 

02 Svendson, Tove 

03 Svendson, Stephen 

04 Pettersen, Kari 

Orders: 
Prod_ID Product Employee_ID 

234 Printer 01 

657 Table 03 

865 Chair 03 

 
Who has ordered a product, and what did they order?  
 
 SELECT Employees.Name, Orders.Product 
 FROM Employees, Orders 
 WHERE Employees.Employee_ID=Orders.Employee_ID 
 
Another Example : Who ordered a printer? 
  
 SELECT Employees.Name 
 FROM Employees, Orders 
 WHERE Employees.Employee_ID=Orders.Employee_ID 
 AND Orders.Product='Printer' 
 
Using Joins 
 
We can also select data from two tables with the JOIN keyword, like this: 
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Example: INNER JOIN 
 
Syntax  
 SELECT field1, field2, field3 
 FROM first_table 
 INNER JOIN second_table 
 ON first_table.keyfield = second_table.foreign_keyfield 
 
Who has ordered a product, and what did they order?  
 
 SELECT Employees.Name, Orders.Product 
 FROM Employees  
 INNER JOIN Orders 
 ON Employees.Employee_ID=Orders.Employee_ID 
 
The INNER JOIN returns all rows from both tables where there is a match. If there are rows in Employees 
that do not have matches in Orders, those rows will not be listed. 
 
Example: LEFT JOIN 
 
Syntax  
 
 SELECT field1, field2, field3 FROM first_table 
 LEFT JOIN second_table 
 ON first_table.keyfield = second_table.foreign_keyfield 
 
List all employees, and their orders - if any. 
  
 SELECT Employees.Name, Orders.Product 
 FROM Employees 
 LEFT JOIN Orders 
 ON Employees.Employee_ID=Orders.Employee_ID 
 
The LEFT JOIN returns all the rows from the first table (Employees), even if there are no matches in the 
second table (Orders). If there are rows in Employees that do not have matches in Orders, those rows also 
will be listed. 
 
Example RIGHT JOIN 
 
Syntax  
 
 SELECT field1, field2, field3 FROM first_table 
 RIGHT JOIN second_table 
 ON first_table.keyfield = second_table.foreign_keyfield 
List all orders, and who has ordered - if any. 
 SELECT Employees.Name, Orders.Product 
 FROM Employees 
 RIGHT JOIN Orders 
 ON Employees.Employee_ID=Orders.Employee_ID 
 
The RIGHT JOIN returns all the rows from the second table (Orders), even if there are no matches in the 
first table (Employees). If there had been any rows in Orders that did not have matches in Employees, those 
rows also would have been listed. 
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Updating Rows 
 
The UPDATE statement consists of three clauses  
 
UPDATE tablename SET column-assignment-list WHERE conditional-expression ;  
 
where the column-assignment-list lists the columns to be updated and the values they are to be set to and 
takes the general form:  
 
column-name = value, column-name = value, ...  
 
where value may either be a constant or a column-expression which returns a value of the same type as 
column-name.  
 
The WHERE clause is optional. When used, the WHERE clause specifies a condition for UPDATE to test 
when processing each row of the table. Only those rows which test True against the condition are updated 
with the new values.  
 
Inserting Rows 
 
The INSERT statement has two distinct variations the first, and simplest, inserts a single row into the 
named table.  
 
 INSERT INTO tablename [( column-list )] VALUES ( constant-list )  
 
 INSERT INTO Persons VALUES (‘Arya’,’Prawin’, 'Noida 56', ‘Noida’,2/10/1968,1000.00)  
 
(Note if the input values match the order and number of columns in the table then column-list can be 
omitted.)  
Inserting Rows Copied from Another Table.  
 
The INSERT statement may also be used in conjunction with a SELECT statement query to copy the rows 
of one table to another. The general form of this variation of the INSERT statement is as follows: 
  
 INSERT INTO tablename [( column-list )]  
  SELECT column-list FROM table-list WHERE conditional-expression ;  
 
where the SELECT statement replaces the VALUES clause.  
 
Only the specified columns of those rows selected by the query are inserted into the named table.  
The columns of the table being copied-from and those of the table being copied-to must be type 
compatible. If the columns of both tables match in type and order then the column-list may be omitted from 
the INSERT clause. 
  
 INSERT INTO APersons  
 SELECT *  FROM Persons WHERE salary BETWEEN 9000.00 AND 10000.00  
 
(Note the APersons table must be in existence at the time this statement is executed.)  
 
Deleting Rows 
 
The general form of the DELETE statement is  
 
 DELETE FROM tablename  
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 WHERE conditional-expression 
  
The DELETE statement removes those rows from a given table that satisfy the condition specified in the 
WHERE clause. For example, delete the record of those employees whose salary are more than Rs. 5000. 
 
 DELETE FROM Persons  
 WHERE salary>5000 
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SQL CREATE TABLE  
 
Tables are the basic structure where data is stored in the database. Given that in most cases, there is no way 
for the database vendor to know ahead of time what your data storage needs are, chances are that you will 
need to create the table in the database yourself. Many database tools allow you to create tables without 
writing SQL, but I think it is important to include the CREATE TABLE command in this tutorial.  
 
Before we dive into the syntax for CREATE TABLE, it is a good idea to understand what goes into a table. 
Tables are divided into rows and columns. Each row represents one piece of data, and each column can be 
thought of as representing a component of that piece of data. So, for example, if we have a table for 
recording customer information, then the columns may include information such as First Name, Last Name, 
Address, City,  Birth Date, Salary and so on. As a result, when we specify a table, we include the column 
headers and the data types for that particular column.  
 
So what are data types? Typically, data comes in a variety of forms. It could be an integer (such as 1), a real 
number (such as 0.55), a string (such as 'sql'), a date/time expression (such as '2000-JAN-25 03:22:22'), or 
even in binary format. When we specify a table, we need to specify the data type associated with each 
column (i.e., we will specify that 'First Name' is of type char(50) - meaning it is a string with 50 
characters). One thing to note is that different relational databases allow for different data types, so it is 
wise to consult with a database-specific reference first.  
 
The syntax for CREATE TABLE is  
 
CREATE TABLE "table_name" 
("column 1" "data_type_for_column_1", 
"column 2" "data_type_for_column_2", 
... )  
So, if we are to create the customer table specified as above, we may type in  
 
CREATE TABLE persons 
(First_Name char(50), 
Last_Name char(50), 
Address char(50), 
City char(50), 
Birth_Date date,  
Salary number(10,2))  
 
Format of create table if you were to use optional constraints: 
 
CREATE TABLE "tablename" 
("column1" "data type"  
         [constraint], 
 "column2" "data type"  
         [constraint], 
 "column3" "data type"  
        [constraint]); 
 [ ] = optional 
 
Note: You may have as many columns as you'd like, and the constraints are optional. 
 
 
Example: 
 CREATE TABLE employee 
  (firstname varchar(15), 
   lastname varchar(20), 
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    address varchar(30), 
   city varchar(20),  
   dateofbirth Date, 
   salary number(10,2)); 
 
To create a new table, enter the keywords create table followed by the table name, followed by an open 
parenthesis, followed by the first column name, followed by the data type for that column, followed by any 
optional constraints, and followed by a closing parenthesis. It is important to make sure you use an open 
parenthesis before the beginning table, and a closing parenthesis after the end of the last column definition. 
Make sure you seperate each column definition with a comma. All SQL statements should end with a ";". 
 
The table and column names must start with a letter and can be followed by letters, numbers, or 
underscores - not to exceed a total of 30 characters in length. Do not use any SQL reserved keywords as 
names for tables or column names (such as "select", "create", "insert", etc).  
 
Data types specify what the type of data can be for that particular column. If a column called "Last_Name", 
is to be used to hold names, then that particular column should have a "varchar" (variable-length character) 
data type.  
 
Here are the most common Data types: 
 

char(size) Fixed-length character string. Size is specified in parenthesis. Max 255 bytes. 

varchar(size) Variable-length character string. Max size is specified in parenthesis. 

number(size) Number value with a max number of column digits specified in parenthesis. 

date Date value 

number(size,d) 
Number value with a maximum number of digits of "size" total, with a maximum number 
of "d" digits to the right of the decimal. 

number(size,d) 
Number value with a maximum number of digits of "size" total, with a maximum number 
of "d" digits to the right of the decimal. 

 
It's now time for you to design and create your own table. If you decide to change or redesign the table, you 
can either drop it and recreate it or you can create a completely different one. 
Alter Table 
The ALTER TABLE statement is used to add or drop columns in an existing table.  
 
 ALTER TABLE table_name  
 DROP COLUMN column_name 
 
Note: Some database systems don't allow the dropping of a column in a database table (DROP COLUMN 
column_name). 
Example 
To add a column named "City" in the "Person" table:  
 
 ALTER TABLE Person ADD City varchar(30) 
 
Example 
 
To drop the "Address" column in the "Person" table:  
 
ALTER TABLE Person DROP COLUMN Address 
 
SQL has a lot of built-in functions for counting and calculations. 
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SQL DROP TABLE  
 
Sometimes we may decide that we need to get rid of a table in the database for some reason. In fact, it 
would be problematic if we cannot do so because this could create a maintenance nightmare for the DBA's. 
Fortunately, SQL allows us to do it, as we can use the DROP TABLE command.  
The syntax for DROP TABLE is  
 
DROP TABLE "table_name"  
 
So, if we wanted to drop the table called customer, we simply type  
 
DROP TABLE customer.  
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